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On the 31st July the Melbourne " Sun" reported that Dr
Charles Osborne had stated he had a horse - shoe bent by a boy
of 15 who was possessed of psychic powers .
On the 30th July the Melbourne "Age" published Dr Byron
Rigby's claim that TM could make you younger.
Both articles publicised forthcoming public lectures to
be given by Osborne and Rigby on Thursday 6th August.
The Australian Skeptics had a busy time on that day. At
midday we publicly challenged Dr Charles Osborne "to permit
the horse-shoe and the boy to be examined by an independent
panel of experts who will pledge not to reveal the identity
of the boy".
Then that evening we publicly challenged Dr Byron Rigby
"to advise details, including references, of the reported
research findings" that "people who have been meditating for
a long time can show a biological age up to 12 years younger
than their natural age".
Both these challenges were issued personally to these
gent leme n by me at the public meetings. We report as fo llows
on the next page.
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DR CHARLES OSBORNE ON "ESP"- - Public Extension Lecture, Caulfield Inst. of Tech.
This midday meeting would have been most disappointing to a ny attending who
wished to be told of convincing results from research on Extra Sensory Perception
carried out by Dr Osborne for the Institute. Dr Osborne , who has a PhD in
(ESP)
physics from Monash University, firstly explained that his work was in the field
of general ESP which included telepathy, clairvoyance and psychokinesis. He was
not concerned with re-incarnation, psychic surgery, astrology or UFO's.
Dr Osborne not only had no results for his audience but he took personal
blame for bad experimental design of his experiments with his "psychic children".
The publicly announced results of these experiments - metal bending, etc., - had
been challenged by American Skeptic/magician James Randi during Randi's 1980
Australian tour. Osborne stated the fault in the design was in allowing the
children to dictate whether their claimed powers could be examined or not.
Dr Osborne also reported that he had closed down his Premonition Unit
because he had insufficient positive results after 5 years operation to justify
its continuance.
The public extension lecture was disappointing also to those expecting a
standard of dem0~stration worthy o f a major tertiary Institute. Dr Osborne had
some difficulty in presenting a computer-programmed display to demonstrate a
method of testing the possible use of psychic powers to influence the position of
I t seemed the wrong computer programme had been
a symbol on a video screen.
an overseas
chosen. Then Dr Osborne showed a very poor quality video tape of
demonstration of claimed psychic metal bending. Even if the tape had been of good
quality, such a r ecord is meaningless unless full details are available as to
what checks against fraud, etc., were carried out at the time. Even so, film and
tape can be so readily manipulated after the event that its use is not
convincing.
DR BYRON RIGBY ON "TM AND THE TM-SIDHI PROGRAM" - Dallas Brooks Hall
Some 200 people, mainly elderl y , attended this evening meeting, many no
doubt attrac ted b y the uncritical build-up give n by the Melbourne "AGE " a week
before.
Unlike the Caulfield lec ture, there could be no complaint about the
It was carried out with smooth precisionJas befits an organisation
presentation.
"snake-oil"
American
of
owing much o f its success to the application
salesmanship, brought up-to-date. There was an abundance of fr e e TM literature on
tables in the hal l lobby, there were glowing portraits of the Maharishi in the
hall to inspire, and f lowers in abundance for a re laxing ambiance.
Fittingly, an American introduced Dr Rigby whose credibility is much
enhanced by being a qualified psychiatrist . However there was no mention of
Rigby being the World Minister for Health and Immortality or of his possessing
probably the exposure of TM by Philip Adams in the
powers of l evitation
Bulletin and also our Skeptics challenge to investigate his c laim to levitate,
may have produced c aution in these areas.
After some introductory remarks about how wonderful TM is, Dr Rigby showed
slides ostensibly showing a causal relationship between the number of TM
practioners in a city and its crime- rate. These figures have been shown to be
false by the American Skeptics.
This was followed by a further set of slides to demonstrate the main sales
pitch of the evening, namely that a course of TM could rejuvenate. If such were
shown to be scientifically true then your Secretary would be one of the first to
queue up for the TM $150 course. Sadly, I was unconvinced by the slides which,
the
whilst showing plausible graphs, did not indicate where, when and by whom,
research was carried out.
The Australian Skeptics have challenged Dr Rigby to produce the factual
evidence to support these claims. We have also challenged Dr Osborne to produce
his horse-shoe bending boy. There has been no response to date.
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PSYCHIC
HOAX
On April 2,
1981,
four
days
after
the
assassination
attempt
on
President
Reagan
in
Washington, U.S. T.V. News Networks broadcast a tape
that was claimed to have been made on January 6, 1981,
by Rand , a Los Angeles "psychic". On that videotape,
Rand predicted that Reagan would be shot in the chest
area by a sandy-haired young man from a wealthy
family.
The assailant, said Rand , would have the
initials, "J.H.", first name possibly Jack, last name
something like "Humley".
She foresaw a "hail of
bullets " as well. All this was to take place during
the last week of March or the first week of April .
Paul Simon, a Los Angeles reporter, contacted CSICOP chairman Paul Kurtz.
Simon was skeptical about Rand's claims. Kurtz a sked whether it was certain the
videotape had been prepared before the assassination attempt as claimed and urged
that Simon check the time sequence. Simon contacted T.V. station personnel at
WTBS in Atlanta, Georgia, whi c h Rand claimed had broadcast the tape Saturday
night , March 28, two days before the predicted event . They denied that such a
tape had been aired.
Simon then called KTNV in Las Vegas, where the t ape was said to have been
prepared , and technicians there told him they had taped it on Tuesday night,
March 31, more than 24 hours AFTER the shooting of Reagan.
Simon said that the NBC bureau chief in Los Angele s admitted that he had
accepted the word of the producer of the TV tape and of Rand and that he had been
bamboozled.
At the same time, NBC- TV officials in Los Angeles were telling the press
that they "stood by eve ry word" of the broadcast. That eve ning Kurtz sent
telegrams on behalf of CSICOP to NBC and to ABC requesting that t hey retract the
"prediction" s tory since all the evidence pointed towards a hoax.
The next morning , April 3, early viewers of the NBC-TV "Today" show were
startled to hear the host admit that the Rand affair "may be a hoax " and ABC- TV
briefly mentioned that they were "looking into the matter".
Even though Simon's story and other wi re service and newspaper articles were
now labeling the incident a hoax, the ABC-TV "Telenews " program, broadcast that
evening across the country , told the Rand story again as if it were true .
Kurtz
sent another telegram of protest, and there was subseque nt retraction . The
following Monday, NBC devoted a substantial segment of the "Toda y" show to the
hoax.
Fortunately, most of the network programs did eventually acknowledge that
the affair had been a hoax and that they had fallen for it. To the best knowledge
of the Australian Skeptics , no Australian newspaper whi ch printe d the original
story a lso printed the follow-up story that t he prediction was a hoax.
However we would be delighted to find that we are wron g .
(U.S . details summarized from an article
Inquirer by Kendrick Frazier and Jame s Randi)
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CLAIRVOYANTS
by Mark Plummer
In the July 1981 issue of the Australasian Post, "International Clairvoyant"
Tom Wards predicted the Pope would die "in a month or so".
We don't know how long "or so" is but the month has expired and the Pope
hasn't.
On the 15th August, after England had won two tests, Tom Wards

had

another

try. In the Age he predicted:

"hard budget, defence increased, medical and education cut. Taxes on wine,
cigarettes, passports, departure tax all increased. Collingwood still to win
the football final. England to win the Ashes. Member of Cabinet resigns over
budget."

The member of Cabinet is sure taking a long time to make

his

protest

over

the budget!

On the 14th October another Age
Advertisement stated "It is unfortunate
that Mr Wards' weakness is in football
predicting and with sheer motivation I
am sure Mr Wards' strength helped to
take Collingwood into the finals, but
they seemed to lack the stamina of the
psychic".
The advertisement claimed t hat of
a
total
of
280
international
predictions
by
"International
Clairvoyant"
Torn
Wards,
2 50 have
actually been correct.
Torn Wards featured again in the
Annual
Report
of
the
Taxation
Commissioner. Mr Ward was accused of
unde rstating
his taxable income by
$37,294 between 1976-77 and 1977-78.
He was requested to pay additional tax of $11,410 and penalty tax of $3,575.
Tom Wards told "Truth" that he was not surprised when taxmen told him of
his monetary neglect. He stated "I knew about it and my prediction was backed up
by a barrister friend who is also a psychic"!
It would be interesting to do a proper investigation of the success rates of
past predictions of Australian clairvoyants. To do such an investigation properly
would need volunteers who are prepared t o search through old newspapers and magazines
from the past few years, and the development of a proper methodological approach to
measure success/ failur e rates.
It would also be helpful if subscribers could search through current magazines to
draw up a list of Australians c urrently c l aiming to be c lairvoyant s .
If you would like to help go through old magazines and papers in a public
library, please let us know in the enclosed survey.
This is not an official Australian Skeptics investigation at this stage.
If you have any thoughts on methods of determining success/ failure
let us know.

rates

p lease
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LETTERS
ANYONE FOR "SHIATYN"?
Dear Sir,
Thank you for the newsletter; I was beginning
to be skeptical if the Skeptics were still alive.
As a born skeptic myself I would wish to point
o u t however that we should not be blind .
Re Psychic Surgery. I have also seen film of
this operation and although the surgery is plainly
fake, there is however an explanation as to how it
may work from time to time.
From the areas of the abdomen treated and the
way in which it was done, the "surgeon" is a very
skilled practitioner of "Shiatyn" a Japanese form
of acupuncture. There is a scientific basis for
this work and I use it myself from time to time as
a physiotherapist especially as a diagnostic aid.
Whilst the blood and guts extraction is a
blatant magician's trick and often not well done, I
am sure that many people would genuinely be cured
of many ills by this method.
N. Liddicut, Mentone .

(Editor's comment. For a born skeptic, Mr Liddicut
displays an astonishing capacity to accept the
unproven claims that psychic surgery cures many
ills .
The Australi an Skeptics as a section of CSICOP
wou ld like particularly to investigate the claims
for "Shiatyn" and would welcome all available
evidence that Mr Liddicut can supply.)
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T.M. & CRIME
In 1976 Australian newspapers announced that Mt Isa had been chosen as the
proving ground for the
first major investigation of the effect of TM on a
community.
The TM Society said there may be significant and easily measured effects on
the crime, hospital and health rates in Mt Isa when 1% of the townspeople were
practising TM.
Dr Paul Wilson, a noted Australian criminologist and Reader in Sociology at
the University of Queensland was quoted (18 Sept 1976) as supervising the
experiment.
The newspaper article stated at least two similar overseas studies had shown
improvements in the community, such as falling crime rates.
The Australian Skeptics wrote to Dr Wilson and he r eplied ( 15 June 1981) that
"The evaluation was never completed as the TM people pulled out
for reasons which are still not apparent to me.

of

Mt

Isa

Incidentally, I have not approved of the two crime studies mentioned in the
newspaper article. I quoted the fact that they had been done but quite frankly
their data base and results are very shaky. The case for TM reducing crime,
mental illness or whatever in any community remains completely unproven."

T.M:S NOVEL DEFENCE PLAN
Dr Byron Rigby M.B., B.S., M.R.C.Psych., World Minister for Health and
Immortality, has announced a novel s c heme for Australia's defence. According to
an article in the "Sydney Morning Herald", Dr Rigby said that groups of 500
trans cendental meditators, based on Australia's East and West coasts , could
protect us from nuclear attack.
1
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Rigby
Dr
asserted
that
their
collective brainwaves, every morning and
every evening, would keep the Russians at
bay. At a pinch 360 meditators would
provide
good cover but
500 is good
ins urance ,
according
to
the
World
Minister.
TM sent a submission to Australian
politicians on this n ew brainwave, but it
1
is not known if the Defence Department
has shown the same enthusiasm for TM as
the Health Department.
The Australian Skepti cs would l ike
to test Dr Rigby ' s scheme but we are a
little short of nuclear missiles
at
present.
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GIVE T.M. A TRY!
Dr Vinson, Chairman of the NSW Corrective Services Commission, is reported
in the"Sydney Morning Herald" on August 20th 1981 as believing that TM is worth a
try as a means of rehabilitating prisoners.
The Australian Skeptics have written to Dr Vinson asking him what scientific
evidence there is to show that TM is valuable in the rehabilitation of prisoners .
A PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION AND RESPONSE ON TM MEDICAL BENEFITS
Australian Skeptic and Parliamentarian Dr Klugman, asked Mr
Federal Minister for Health, a question on notice on 5 June, 1981:

MacKellar,

1. Are medical benefits paid for professional attendances consisting of
exercises in Transcendental Meditation (TM) .
2. If so, on what basis did his Department decide that TM is a medical service.
Mr. MacKellar replied as fo llows :1.&2.
No.
However, if transcendental meditation was prescribed as a
relaxation technique by a medical practitioner during the course of a
professional attendance, benefits would be payable for that attendance under
the appropriate consultation item.
In this situation the benefits are
payable on the grounds that there is a physical attendance by a legally
qualified medical practitioner upon the patient.
The fact that benefits are payable for an attendance at which
transcendental meditation is prescribed should not be construed as an
indication of support for the practice. As medical benefits are attracted
for consultations by legally qualified medical practitioners, it would be
neither practical nor desirable to attempt to restrict the way in which
doctors choose to conduct their consultations. I might also mention that a
request for a specific Medical Benefits Schedule item for transcendental
meditation was rejected.

SAME OLD AGE
In September the Melbourne "Age" newspaper published an
on the unusual health advertisements eighty years ago.

article

commenting

Australian Skeptic Sonya Delander was quick off the mark to put our point of
view. Her letter was published and read:

History repeated
At the tum of the century, ~he
Age' published advertisements
for snake oil and cure-all pills.
In 1981 this paper runs ads. for
astrologers, palmists, tarot card
readers, numerologists and
other witch doctors. Nothing
has changed.
SONJA OELA?\'DER,
Hawthorn.

Perhaps other subscribers could follow Sonya's lead when they see an item on
the paranormal in their newspapers.
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PARANORMAL
Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic".
We rely on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne. 3001.
HORVATH CAR RIGHTS SOLD
Stephen Horvath announced he had sold the Australian
powered Nuclear Fusion Car to a Brisbane Company.

rights

to

his

water

He also said he had sold the manufacturing and mar keting rights for the
United States, Mexico and Canada to an American Company.
Mr. Horvath said "Many people are going to be very surprised".
FRIGHTENING GARDENING
According to Dr Jack Tierney you can frighten the weeds out of your garden.
"We have found after intensive research, that some people actually do have a
built in weedkiller. They emanate feelings of h ostility so fiercely that weeds
just won't pop up when they are near".
(The West Australian Sept. 11, 1981)
GHOST KILLS PET DOG
Mrs Heller, from Port Pirie, South Australia
woken by noises recently.

was

When she investigated she found her pet labrador
slithering h e lplessly around the kitchen door with a
broken spine.
Port Pirie vet Mr. Roy Fl e t cher diagnosed the
dog's injuries as a compl etely severed spi ne with no
external marks of violence.
Mrs Heller says her life has been p l agu ed for the
past 28 years by a poltergeist which she believes has
already taken her husband's life.
(Truth, Sept 5, 1981)
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TWO YEARS ON RESEARCHING HOROSCOPE
"John Fonti, the wide ly acclaimed as tro loger has done the near impossible .
He has cast a weekly horoscope for everyone . It wasn't easy, becaus e working o ut
the forecast for even one person is a complex exercise in mathematical accuracy
involving hours and sometimes days."
"Fonti turned to c omputers for help and i t took two years to compl ete the
computer program that gave him minute-by-minute positioning and movement of all
the relevant astrological factors in relation to any selectabl e longitude and
latitude ".
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AUSTRALIA
"This made it possible to produce accurate
whole population."

horoscope

information

for

the

Fonti's computer horoscope is syndicated throughout Australia.
(Daily Mirror July 15, 1981)
RAIL CRASH BLAMED ON MAORI CURSE
An ancient Maori curse is being blamed for the New Zealand rail crash in August.
Superstition holds that a disaster will strike each time
New Zealand.
At the time
into a river.

of

the

Queen

visits

the Queen's 1953 visit 150 people died as a train plunged

Other tragedies which have accompanied Queen Elizabeth's visits to New
Zealand include a bus accident which killed 15 Maoris on their way to a Royal
Welcome.
o:n another occasion a violent storm arose in Cook Strait after
ship had left shore. A sailor was lost over-board in the storm.
(Sydney Daily Telegraph August 20, 1981)

the

Queen's

P.M. UNDER AN ABORIGINAL SPELL?
Prime Minister Fraser could be under an ancient aboriginal spell rather than
sickening from a common cold chest virus.
Australian Aboriginal expert Keith Willey says it is possible Fraser "had
the bone pointed at him" by an Aboriginal tribe at Nunkambah in Western
Australia .
(Truth Sept. 5, 1981)
UFO'S IN MALLEE
Senior Constable Roy Fletcher of Werrimul said
he watched a series of flashing lights fly away
from a Mallee town last night.
"One light would flash, then another one far
below it, then another one behind a nd so on".
"It was moving at incredible speed •.•. far too
fast even for a jet a ircraft."
(Melbourne Herald August 6,
1981)

"Then there's the media triangl e, where
objectivity mysteriously vanishes."
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PSYCHOLOGY TEACHING
& THE PARANORMAL
by Logan Elliot

This is a summary of the paper delivered by Australian Skeptic Committee
member Logan Elliot to the New Zealand Psycholog ical Society in Wellington in
August, 1981.

There is a great deal of popular interest in the paranorma l
the Bermuda
Triangle, astrology , pyramid power, and psychic healing, to name a few issues.
In Australia daily astrologic al forecasts are given in some T.V. news, shows like
"In Search Of"" present material purporting to prove the existence of the
paranorma l, and script-wr iters who run out of ideas call on Extra Sensory
Perception or Psyochoki nesis to round off the plot.
The inclusion in undergrad uate psycholog y courses of material related to
'paranorm al' phenomena could therefore be of great interest and value to students
because:1. They are aware of popular belief and many would share these beliefs, so the
material is seen as more relevant to them personall y.
2. They may wish to have informed opinions about the paranorma l.
3. Most psycholog y courses ignore parapsych ology because it is considered
trivial and nonexiste nt. 'I'he phenomena may be nonexiste nt, but beliefs in
it do exist and students who share such beliefs will be likely to consider
psycholog y prejudiced and irrelevan t and cease study. This may, of course,
be a good thing, but one survey found that most students have some belief in
the psychic (Singer and Benassi, 1980-1981 ).
4. The paranorma l is a valid area of study in its own right, and student's
knowledge is abysmal.
One authority claims that many students think
astrology the same as astronomy (Rawlins, 1977). A small survey found more
students believed in telepathy than in hypnosis, although hypnosis had been
demonstra ted in class (Greenwel l, 1981).

good
1.
2.

3.

4.

It can also be worth including parapsych ological material into a course for
education al reasons:
Some issues are currently being debated in the
professio n,
. such as
Eysenck's espousal of astronomy (Mayo, White, and Eysenck, 1978).
It is an area in which psycholog ists may be asked to give professio nal
opinions - on Amityvill e, Jim Jones' followers ' mass suicide, cults, and the
claims of organisati ons like Transende ntal Meditatio n.
It is possible that students believe in the existence of psychic phenomena
when they commence their study, and become skeptical as they progress. If
so, we should attend to the possibili ty that this change is occurring in
students.
Finally, it is valuable because it can help people adopt a more flexible
approach to questions , to increase their ability to examine novel questions
and to find new answers to old questions .

Belief in the paranorma l is also interestin g as a phenomeno n in its own right:
1. People can energetic ally express a belief in a particula r person's psychic
powers even when it is proven that the so-called "psychic " used stage magic
tricks to produce the effects, and continue to express this belief even when
the "psychic " says it was conjuring , not psychic powers, that were used
(Greenwel l, 1981). For psycholog ists interested in political , religious , or
other beliefs and attitudes , this is a potential l y fruitful field.
2. Clinical psycholog ists like myself earnestly encourage our clients to
indulge in reality testing, in the hope that this will h e lp them adjust to
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Sidney Harris in American Scientist

reality. But reality testing is not applied to the paranormal
believers
maintain their_ belief in the total absence of objective evidence for it. Our
thoughts on reality testing could be improved by considering this.
3. Group decision making, the phenomenon that decisions are made differently by
g roups than by individuals, is usually studied by examining committee
deliberations . Groups of believers in psychic phenomena seem to plan and
organise activities in ways different to other groups of people, and their
study could therefore extend our knowledge of group decision making.
4. The study of 'paranormal ' phenomena can also c larify our knowledge of the
psychology of testimony. People will report that a seer told them things he
could not possibly have known except by using psychic power. It is quite
easy to get information from people without them knowing and to feed it back
to them in such a way that they think you obtained the knowledge
psychically. Other information on the psychology of testimony comes from UFO
sightings where, in many cases, people report things that they did not see.
Often the planet Venus is reported, but with changes of velocity or colour ,
or with implications of mal evolence or omnipotence .
Interesting evidence
comes from cases where there is no object to sight. van Kampen (1979)
reports that a panda escaped from a zoo in Rotterdam, and was subsequently
found dead, killed when hit by a train. The first newspaper reports of the
loss of the panda produced a flood of sightings of live pandas . I t is hard
to know how peopl e could mistake anything else for a panda, but they must
have .
Paranormal phenomena are difficult to work with in their own right, and more
difficult still because there is a direct relationship between them and
dishonesty. This is not to say tha t all believers are dishonest, but rather that
those who make money out of them are likely to be. Consider Uri Geller or the
Amityville Horror, now known to be outright frauds ; or a North American psychic
who charges children for teaching them to move objects using mental power when he
actually uses a conjuring trick to produce the changes (Randi, 1981); o r a New
Zealand paraplegic who paid thousands of dollars to Transcendental Meditation in
the hope of learning levitation and thu s getting out of her wheelchair (Dyer,
1979). Looked at closely, there is often a relationship b etween eminence as a
psychic and dishonesty . Serious parasychologists agree that paranormal phenomena
are elusive, measurable only statistically , so , according to them, anybody
reliably producing some effects must be fudging things a bit.
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$100,000 will be given to the first person who can provide any evidence of
any paranormal phenomena - but the money is go ing begging, because no-one has any
evidence. An honest practitioner must give useless advice and random predictions
if, as the evidence indicates, there is no psychic force to assist. Honest seers
o nly
will then go out of business because they can't deliver_, and the
and
excuses
providing
at
adept
are
who
practitioners remaining wil~ be those
using non-psychic information. Natural selection favours the dishonest.
First,
Two more points about the dishonesty rampant in the paranormal.
every so often something paranormal is found to work, such as hypnosis. It is
then accepted by more orthodox professionals, who use it more effectively, and is
generally dropped by the psychics.
Second, it is incredibly easy to manipulate people to get them to maintain
Singer and Benassi )1980-81) had a talented stage
trongly emotional beliefs.
He did three
magician perform in front of introductory psychology classes.
elementary tricks, but used a dramatic presentation, wore a mystic-type robe,
The original intention was to
involved the classes in chanting, and so on.
compare audience reaction after he had been introduced by the lecturer as someone
who claims to be psychic or a stage magician. When he was labelled psychic 77 %
of the class said they thought he was psychic; when labelled a magician 65% said
he was psychic. High percentages, but the belief was also loaded with e motion.
"A number of students cov ered their (response) papers with exorcism
terms and exhortations against the Devil. In the psychi c condition, 18
fright and emotional
percent of the students explicity expressed
present at two of
were
We
amazement.
and
awe
expressed
Most
disturbance.
By the time
Craig's performances and witnessed some extreme behaviour.
in a terribly
was
lass
c
the
chant,
"bending"
the
through
halfway
Craig was
excited state. Students sat rigidly in their chairs, eyes g l azed and mouths
open, chanting together .... We felt we were obse rving an extraordinarily
powerful behavioural e .ffect .... Obviously, something was going on here that
Further, many students were experiencing serious
we didn't understand.
Although in
emotional disturbance as a result of what we had done.
that having
imagine
not
did
we
better,
retrospect we might have known
magic tricks would
someone dress in a chair robe and do elementary school
produce such fright."
They then defined "psychic" and "magic" for students in other classes, and
gave a test to be sure that the students knew what the words meant. When they
introduced him they said that he "will pretend to read minds and demonstrate
psychic abilities, but Craig does not really have psychic abilities, and what
you'll be seeing are really only tri cks. " This time only 58% said they thought
him psychic. In subsequent discussion most students agreed that magicians could
do exactly what Craig did, and that most people claiming t o be magicians could do
exactly what Craig did, and that most people c laiming to be psychics were
After this discussion only 52% said they thought him
actually magicians.
psychic. Powerful stuff compared with nonsense syllables, and perfect for
dishonest people to take advantage of.
People do, of course, have the right to believe what they wish. But ESP and
astrology are not just harmless folly; and if they were, studying folly is a good
way to avoid errors that lead to further foolishness.
The study of 'paranormal' phenomena may also increase the relevance of
coursework to students, may be important to some of th e changes students are
already involved in, is a valid area of study in its own right, and has potential
for casting light on many other dark c orners.
(References mentioned in the text are available on request.)
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OF
by Joe Rubinstein

When speaking of skepticism in common parlance, we usually mean what the
dictionaries refer to as "Inclination to suspend judgement, questioning truth of
facts and soundness of inferences'' (Oxford Dictionary), or "That condition in
(Chambers
is, before it has arrived at conclusive opinion"
mind
which
Dictionary).
and
inclinations
Skepticism as Philosophy however goes beyond mere
answer
to
tries
and
doubt
to
pertaining
concept
general
for
looks
It
attitudes.
such questions as "Can we ever know the truth?", "If not, why not?", "Is it
reasonable to believe or disbelieve?", "Are some things more likely to be true
than others?".These of course are only a few of many questions raised by
philosophical skeptics.
in
originated
Western Skepticism
ancient Greece in about 300 B.C. In fact
the word "skepsis" means "inquiry" in
The founder of the philosophical
Greek.
school of Skepticism was Pyrrho of Elis,
who as a young man served as a soldier in
Pyrrho
the army of Alexander the Great.
regarded the purpose of all Philosophy to
c reate a tranquility and harmony in the
mind of the individual (this state of mind
=
"Ataraxia"
t e rmed
later
was
imp erturbability b y another skeptic, Roman
Being
p h i losopher Sextus Empiricus).
however confronted by the dogmatism and
his
of
c ontradictory beliefs of two
c ontemporary schools of p hilosophy, namely
the Stoics and the Epicureans, Pyrrho
c.ox
c onc luded that true knowledge is beyon d
man's reach.
Af ter all, reasoned Pyrrho, our senses which p rovide us with data from which we
d e rive our perception, are not reliable and are eaily deceived. Thus not being
able to know, we should not aspire to know . This extreme form of skepticism is
q uite different from mode rn skepticism and from the views of Pyrrho's own
students and later followers.
Eventually, philosophers of Plato's Ac ademy adopted skepticism (which would
not have endeared them to Plato), and two of Academy's heads, Carneades and his
prominent exponents of skeptical philosophy,
s u ccessor Clitomachus, became
albeit much more mode rate than Pyrrho's. They adopted the position that some
things are more likely to be true than others, a nd thus introduced the concept of
probability. Therefore, according to Clitomac hus, it is reasonable in practice
to accept the more probable explanation and a c t accordingly. Both Carneades and
Clitomachus were strongly opposed to belie f in gods, superstitions, astrology and
magic. After Clitomachus, skepticism declined in Greece and Stoi c ism became the
p redominant trend in philosphy.
The revival of Skepticism had to wait till Roman times in the second to
third century A.D. Skeptical Philosophy flourished again with Sextus Empiricus
and the poet Lucian. Theirs can be described as the more "Pyrrhonian" or extreme
sceptical stance, although still tempered by some of Clitomachus influences.
Sextus directed a good part of his skepti c ism against religion a nd was the author
of a dissertation "Arguments against belief in God".
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of
fall
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With
of the Church, dogmatic faith brought an end to any open skeptical thought
although there was some interesting skeptical undercurrent in the philosophy of
William of 0ckham in 13th Century. Skepticism as philosophy reappeared during
the Renaissance with its re-discovery of classical Greek and Latin writings.
Erasmus of Rotterdam and other scholars even used (or misused?) Pyrrho's
sceptical argument again~t the Protestants, claiming that, as one can not arrive
at true knowledge about conflicting claims of religious systems, one should stay
with the established Church i.e. Roman Catholic Church, rather than accept
Reformation.
French Philosopher Francisco
Modern Skepticism begins with Portugese
Sanchez taught "constructive Skepticism": even if whole
Sanchez (d.1626).
one should strive to learn as much as possible
knowledge is not attainable
through empirical investigation. This philosophy was further developed by John
Wilkins and Joseph Glanville of England's Royal Society, who directed skepticism
more and more towards scientific inquiry and experimentation.
Another brilliant philosopher of Skepticism was Frendman Pierre Bayle at the
Bayle was again more "Pyrrhonian" than
turn of the 17th and 18th Century.
a great part of his work to the skeptical
dedicated
and
writings
his
Sanchez in
study of superstition and religion. His dissertations became the cornerstone of
modern atheism and influenced the thinking of philosophers of the approaching Age
of Enlightment.
A prominent place among subsequent skeptical philosophers belongs to David
Hurne (1711-1776) who is regarded by many as the greatest English philosopher,
Hume concluded that no theory of reality is
together with Bertrand Russell.
possible and the only knowledge man can acquire is through experience . Even the
causal relations of events cannot be established and the fact that some events
are happening simultaneously with, or sequential to, other events, does not prove
any causal relationships.
"In
The following quotation from Hume is representative of his philosophy:
all the incidents of life we ought to preserve our skepticism. If we believe
that fire warms or water refreshes, it is only because it costs us too much pain
Nay if we are philosophers, it ought only to be upon
to think otherwise. II
skeptical principles and from an inclination, which we feel to employing
ourselves after that manner."
As an afterthought perhaps, Hume remarks: "The errors in r e ligion are
Hume's writings have be e n
dangerous; those in philosophy are ridiculous."
savagely attacked by various churchmen and he has the distinction of being on the
Vatican's Index of forbidden books since 1761.
Virtually all later schools of philosophy up to our day have been influenced
by skepticism to a greater or lesser degree: Immanuel Kant, Existentialism,
Bertrand Russell and The School of Logical Analysis, Karl Popper, and many
others, they all owe adept to a philosophy which originated 2300 years ago.
While reflecting upon the merits or otherwise of skeptical philosophy, at
least one conclusion is crystallizing in my mind: it may be true that our
cognitive faculty of reason and its tools like logic, scientific methodology
etc., are not perfect, but they are the best (some would claim the only ones) we
have and, they are surely preferable to dogmas, be they religious or secular or
the flimflam of pseudoscience , superstition, etc .
To conclude, I would like to quote this assessment of Skepticism from R. J.
" ....• Skepticisrn as such remains a
Philosophy":
"Western
Hollingdale's
fundamenta l trait in all analytical philosophy and is as lively today as ever.
It is one of the most valuable gifts we have received from the Greeks."
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS
The Australian Skeptics is the Australian Section of the Committee
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal.
Patrons
Committee

for

the

Dick Smith
Phillip Adams
Mark Plummer, Chairman (Solicitor)
James Gerrand, Secretary (Aviation Consultant)
Mike Wilton, Treasurer (Magician)
Les Allan, (Uni. Student, Radio Officer)
Ian Bryce, (Communications Engineer)
Dr Allen Christophers, (Medical Practitioner)
Dr Bill Cook, (Publicist)
Dr John Crellin, (Surgeon)
Logan Elliot, (Clinical Psychologist)
Loris Purcell, (Magician)
Joe Rubinstein, (Engineer)

N.S.W. Representative:
S.A. Representative:

Barry J. Williams, (Marketing Specialist)
2/27 Morton St, Wollstonecraft 2663
Peter Woolcock, (Philosophy Lecturer)
18 Ellis Street, Magill 5072

Postal Address of Australian Skeptics is

GPO Box 1555P
Melbourne, Victoria
Australia 3001

"The Skeptic" is the official publication of the Australian Skeptics and
will be published quarterly in 1982. Contributions for "the Skeptic" are most
welcome. Subscription for 1982 is $6.00
Editor: Mark Plummer; Assistant Editor: (needed) ; Cartoonist: Lindsay Cox;
Cartoons on pages 3,5,8,9 & 11 from the "Skeptical Inquirer"; Typing & Word
Processing by Loris Purcell & James Gerrand on our Secretary's home computer.

DICK SMITH'S $100,000. CHALLENGE
Dick Smith will personally give $100,000 to anyone who can show him that
they have paranormal powers.
The conditions include the setting up of a simple test acceptable to the
claimant and the scientific community . .
For full details of the test and conditions write to: Dick Smith
Dick Smith Electronics
P.O. Box 321
North Ryde
NSW
2113
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Remember Adelaide's missing Beaumont Children? In 1966 Dutch Clairvoyant
Gerard Croiset came to Adelaide to search for the three missing Beaumont
children.
His expenses were paid by a local committee.
Croiset stated the children were buried under a new warehouse.
He advised
its demolition.
$40,000 was raised to have the building demolished. The soil
under the concrete floor was removed to a depth of four metres
( 12 feet).
No
bodies were found. Croiset urged them to dig a metre further "and the chil dren
will be found". He was wrong.
Three years later an Amsterdam paper claimed that the Australian authorities
had "refused permission to search on the spot".
The Autumn 1981 issue of "the Skeptical Inquirer" has an expose of Croiset
written by a Dutch journalist. Other major articles include;
Controlled Test of Perceived Horoscope Accuracy, Planetary Positions, Radio
Propagation and the work of J.H. Nelson, Bermuda Triang le, Observation of a
Psychic.
Book Reviews include "The UFO Verdict", by Robert Sheaffer, "The MetalBenders", by John Halsed, and "Manlike Monsters on Trial:Early Records and Modern
Evidence", by Stuart Scott.
Other items
page iss ue .

of

news and comments and letters from readers fill the eighty

The previous issue of "the Skeptical Inquirer"- Summer 1981 in c luded;
"Investigations of Psychics" b y Jame s Randi; "ESP:A conceptual a nal ys i s " by
Sidney Gendin; "Alternative explanations in Science,
The Ex trav ersio/
introve rsion Astrological Effect", by Ivan Kelly and Don Saklofske; "Art,
Science and Paranormalism" by David Habercom; "Profitable nightmare of a
very unreal kind" by Austra lian journa list Jeff Wells; a nd "A Maltese Cross
in the Aegean" by Robert Loftin.
Both the Autumn and Summer 1981 issues of "the Skeptical Inquirer" can
be purchased from the Australian Skeptics for $5.00 including postage .
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